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H I G H L I G H T S

• A comprehensive framework for short-term electrical load forecasting is presented.

• RNN with attention reduced forecasting errors by 20–45% from the state of the art.

• Robust against different building types, locations, weather and load uncertainties.

• One month of data is enough to give satisfactory results.

• Clustering and 15-min data give better results in hour-ahead load forecasting.
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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents a robust short-term electrical load forecasting framework that can capture variations in
building operation, regardless of building type and location. Nine different hybrids of recurrent neural networks
and clustering are explored. The test cases involve five commercial buildings of five different building types, i.e.,
academic, research laboratory, office, school and grocery store, located at five different locations in Bangkok-
Thailand, Hyderabad-India, Virginia-USA, New York-USA, and Massachusetts-USA. Load forecasting results in-
dicate that the deep learning algorithms implemented in this paper deliver 20–45% improvement in load
forecasting performance as compared to the current state-of-the-art results for both hour-ahead and 24-ahead
load forecasting. With respect to sensitivity analysis, it is found that: (i) the use of hybrid deep learning algo-
rithms can take as less as one month of data to deliver satisfactory hour-ahead load prediction, (ii) similar to the
clustering technique, 15-min resolution data, if available, delivers 30% improvement in hour-ahead load fore-
casting, and (iii) the formulated methods are found to be robust against weather forecasting errors. Lastly, the
forecasting results across all five buildings validate the robustness of the proposed deep learning framework for
the short-term building-level electrical load forecasting tasks.

1. Introduction

According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the
U.S. buildings sector consumed nearly 75% of the total electricity sales
in 2018 [1]. With rapid population and economic growth, electricity
used in the building sectors is projected to be doubled by 2050 from the
2018 consumption [2]. The buildings sector generates one-third of
greenhouse gas, two-thirds of halocarbon and about one-third of black-
carbon emissions [3]. Accurate building-level load forecasting can help
deliver efficient building operations, thus mitigating such adverse

effects. In addition, authors in [4] show that a 1% increase in load
forecasting error can result in about £10 million increase in annual
operating costs.

Typically, load forecasting horizons are either: (i) short-term, from
one hour to one week, (ii) medium-term, from one week to a few
months, or (iii) long-term, from months to years [5]. Short-term load
forecasting (STLF) [6–8] is now possible thanks to widespread avail-
ability of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and Internet of
Things (IoT) devices that enable collection of electrical load and
weather data at a more granular level [18,19]. STLF benefits real-time
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control of building energy systems [9,10], including demand response
[11], demand management [12,13], charging/discharging energy sto-
rage units [14], and energy transactions [15,16]. STLF is also a key
element for generation dispatch and demand curtailments in a micro-
grid [17].

A large amount of building-level data has now become available,
which has paved way for data-driven approaches [20], i.e., statistical/
machine learning related approaches instead of physics-based ap-
proaches [21,22]. Previous studies have employed linear regression
[23,24], non-linear regression [21], non-parametric regression [25,26],
multi-layered perceptron [27], Auto Regressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) [28], Extreme Machine Learning [29], Support
Vector Regression (SVR) [30–34], fuzzy models [35], wavelet transform
[36], random forests [37], Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [38,39] and
hybrid methods for predicting building energy consumption [40]. Au-
thors in [28] showcased different ARIMA- and ANN-based models and
exponential smoothing methods for load forecasting. Authors in [41]
proposed a technique that uses both multiple linear regression and a
seasonal ARIMA model to forecast cooling and electric loads. Such
traditional approaches, however, suffer from relatively irregular
building usage patterns caused by irregular occupant behaviors [42],
and high non-linearity in building dynamics/thermal physics added
with uncertainties on weather [43–45].

The Recent development of deep learning methods, such as Deep
Neural Network (DNN), including Convolution Neural Network (CNN),
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), has had a great impact in the fields of
computer vision, Natural Language Processing (NLP) and speech re-
cognition. DNN can model a complex function and can extract a variety
of features from a large dataset. However, there has been limited use of
deep learning methods for building-level load forecasting, and only
recently, it is being applied. Authors in [46] proposed an RNN se-
quence-to-sequence model, i.e., an encoder-decoder architecture, to
predict medium-to-long-term loads. Authors in [47] proposed RNN and
CNN models to forecast commercial building loads hour-ahead and day-
ahead. Authors in [48] used DNN/RNN methods for load forecasting,
including Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and LSTM encoder-decoder
models. Authors in [49] proposed an RNN model for load forecasting
with the time horizons of 24, 48 h, 7 days, and 30 days. In [50], the
authors proposed an ANN model based on two back propagation al-
gorithms for district level load forecasting. Authors in [51] exploited
the potential of deep learning in unsupervised learning focusing on
perceptron DNN for feature extraction and indicating a significant im-
provement in prediction accuracy. Authors in [52] proposed a recurrent
inception CNN for load forecasting. A pooling based deep RNN for
predicting household load was discussed in [53]. LSTM-based multi-
input multi-output based window approach was discussed in [54].

The above studies mostly focus on RNN and CNN models and de-
monstrate that deep learning methods can deliver much better load
forecasting accuracy than those achieved by traditional methods. Other
deep learning models have not been much explored for load forecast-
ings, such as attention model, BiLSTM and ConvLSTM. The attention
model has been proven to be very useful and given state-of-the-art re-
sults in NLP [55]. The attention model accounts for all the past hidden
states, while all the methods proposed in the literature use only the
preceding hidden state. Hence, it is impossible to achieve a satisfactory
forecasting accuracy with an incorrectly generated hidden state vector
[52]. To address this problem, this paper investigates the use of the
attention model with RNN, which accounts for all hidden states.
Overall, this paper explores nine different deep learning models, in-
cluding LSTM, LSTM with attention, BiLSTM, BiLSTM with attention,
CNN + LSTM, CNN + BiLSTM, ConvLSTM, Conv BiLSTM, and En-
coder-Decoder, for hour-ahead and 24-h ahead load forecasting. Also,
unsupervised clustering with k-means based on historical load,
weather, and schedule parameters is explored for hour-ahead load
forecasting. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the deep learning
algorithms that combine LSTM/BiLSTM models with attention or

convolution mechanisms, i.e., LSTM with attention, BiLSTM with at-
tention, ConvLSTM and ConvBiLSTM, are explored for the first time in
building-level load forecasting.

The other limitations identified in the literature is the fact that most
of the load forecasting methods were typically applied to buildings in
the same geographic region, and of similar building functions. Hence,
the methods proposed in the literature may not work well if different
building types located in different geographic regions are used. In this
paper, five buildings of different functions located in three countries,
Thailand, India, and USA, are used to showcase the versatility of dif-
ferent deep learning models for building-level load forecasting.

Furthermore, as one of the major pain points identified in the lit-
erature was of that load forecasting at the building level requires a
considerable amount of data [56], i.e., at least one year to get a good
prediction, this study also explores the minimum length of historical
data that can achieve acceptable forecasting accuracy.

Also, as peak load varies greatly among buildings due to different
building types, sizes, locations, occupant behaviors and type of energy
usage, researchers face challenges in having a fair comparison of fore-
casting errors among buildings using traditional error metrics, like Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE). To the best of authors’ knowledge, Root Mean Square
Logarithmic Error (RMSLE) is used for the first time in the load fore-
casting problem as the error metric to allow fair comparison among
buildings.

Overall, the major contributions and key findings from this work are
summarized as follows:

• The deep learning methods formulated in this paper deliver RMSLE
of 0.03 to 0.3 for all five buildings, and demonstrates 20–35% im-
provement in hour-ahead load forecasting accuracy, and 20–45%
improvement in 24-h ahead forecasting accuracy as compared to the
most recent state-of-the-art results [47].

• This paper provides a detailed discussion on the attention model,
feature selection and hyperparameter fine-tuning, which are the
main contributors to a major improvement in load forecasting ac-
curacy.

• The load forecasting models presented here have been tested against
buildings of different peak loads (ranging from 80 kW to 700 kW),
functions (i.e., academic, research laboratory, office, school and
grocery store) and weather conditions in three different countries
(i.e., Thailand, India, and USA).

• The formulated deep learning models can deliver satisfactory load
forecasting results even with as little as one month of data.

• Higher granularity data, i.e., 15-min intervals, could provide better
forecasting accuracy as compared to one-hour intervals.

• The use of RMSLE provides deep insight that higher forecasting
accuracy can be expected when dealing with buildings that do not
have much load variations throughout a day.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the research
outline and all forecasting algorithms explored in this paper. Section
2.6 summarizes evaluation metrics used. Section 3 describes the
building datasets and preprocessing methods. Section 4 discusses hour-
ahead load forecasting, including input feature sets, hyperparameter
fine-tuning and sensitivity analysis. Section 5 discusses algorithms for
24-h ahead load forecasting and model performance. All of the analysis
above is discussed in the context of one building in Bangkok. Then,
Section 6 discusses load forecasting for all other buildings and com-
pares the results with the state of the art.

2. Framework and methodology for load forecasting

The research framework carried out in this paper is depicted in
Fig. 1. It comprises the following processes: (i) data pre-processing; (ii)
feature set selection; (iii) algorithm formulation; (iv) hyperparameter
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fine-tuning; and (v) building-level load forecasting at 1-h and 24-h
ahead; and (vi) model evaluation.

2.1. Data pre-processing

After the building-level data are obtained, the data pre-processing

involves filling in the missing values, detecting outliers and normalizing
the data.

2.2. Feature set selection

The next step is to select relevant feature sets for a prediction model

Fig. 1. Flowchart of proposed methodology for Load forecasting framework.
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to be developed. Because redundant information is thrown out, feature
set selection helps reduce the over-fitting problem, and helps in di-
mensionality reduction as only the relevant features are taken as model
inputs. This in turn reduces the computation load of the model. In this
study, the input matrix X comprises weather related parameters (xW ),
scheduled related parameters (xS) and historical loads (x L), which are
the three different kinds of input features vector. y being the output
vector which refers to the predicted load. Pearson correlation is used to
determine the most appropriate/relevant features for all the three
kinds. Ten different feature sets are explored and tested with selected
algorithms, namely, LSTM, LSTM with attention, BiLSTM, BiLSTM with
attention. The feature set which gives the best results is then selected.

2.3. Deep learning algorithms

Nine different RNN/CNN and their hybrid algorithms are for-
mulated for load forecasting, as described below. The focus is placed on
formulating the LSTM/BiLSTM with attention and ConvLSTM/
ConvBiLSTM algorithms, which are explored for the first time in
building-level load forecasting.

2.3.1. LSTM
LSTM is a special kind of RNN. The main idea behind LSTM is to

have better control over gradient flow, overcoming the RNN’s problem
of vanishing gradient [57], and to ensure better preservation of long-
term dependencies by filtering out redundant or misleading informa-
tion. As shown in Fig. 2(a), LSTM does this with the help of memory
cell, input (it), output (ot) and forget gates ( ft). Each of the LSTM units
works in tandem, which is unlike vanilla RNN that has a single hidden
layer. LSTM functions are expressed in Eq. (1):

= +−f σ W h x b( ·[ , ] )t f t t f1 (1a)

= +−i σ W h x b( ·[ , ] )t i t t i1 (1b)

= +
∼

−C W h x btanh( ·[ , ] )t c t t C1 (1c)

= ∗ + ∗
∼

−C f C i Ct t t t t1 (1d)

= +−o σ W h x b( ·[ , ] )t o t t o1 (1e)

= ∗h o Ctanh( )t t t (1f)

Where, W W W, ,f i c and Wo are weight and b b b, ,f i c and bo are bias
parameter vectors of LSTM, which are learned through back-propaga-
tion. Each sigmoid function (σ) outputs values in the range of −0 1;0
means completely removing the information; and 1 means completely
retaining the information. xt is the current input at time t which in-
tegrates historical loads (xt

L), weather (xt
W ) & schedule parameter (xt

S)
and −ht 1 is the previous hidden layer output. The output vector

=y g h( )t t is the predicted load value at time t, where g can be any
activation function (e.g., sigmoid, softmax, tanh, relu). The forget gate
( ft) in Eq. (1a) decides which information to retain or throw away. With
the help of the input gate (it) in Eq. (1b) and the candidate memory cell
(∼Ct) in Eq. (1c), the decision is made to identify which values to update
or to store in the cell state. The old cell state ( −Ct 1) is then updated to
the new cell state (Ct) Eq. (1d). Using Eqs. (1e) and (1f), the output is
determined. This process then continues to repeat.

2.3.2. BiLSTM (or Bidirectional LSTM)
A typical architecture of BiLSTM consists of two LSTM components,

forward LSTM (
⎯→⎯
ht ) and backward LSTM (

←⎯⎯
ht ) as shown in Fig. 2(b).

These two components are concatenated to form the output, as yt =

σ(W · [
⎯→⎯ ←⎯⎯
h h x, ,t t t] + b). The main intuition behind providing backward

component is to provide the network a pathway so that it can look into
future values as well. This might help the network in learning some
dependencies of the load forecasting problem, which is a time series
problem with periodic dependencies.

2.3.3. Encoder-decoder model
A typical architecture of an encoder-decoder sequence-to-sequence

model is shown in Fig. 2(c). The encoder model comprises several RNN
units that encode the input sequence into a fixed length context vector

Fig. 2. (a) LSTM unit with forget gate ( ft), input gate (it) and output gate (Ot); (b) BiLSTM architecture with one forward and one backward LSTM layer; (c) Encoder-
decoder architecture with context vector (C) out of the last hidden state is used; and (d) RNN with attention with context vector (C) a weighted combination of input
states.
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(C). The hidden states (hi) are calculated based on the input vector (xt)
and its previous hidden state ( −ht 1) as ht = f( −x h,t t 1). Where,f is any
RNN function (e.g., LSTM or Gated recurrent units (GRU)). The context
vector is the final hidden state output from the encoder model, where

=C hT . It acts as an initial hidden layer for the decoder, aiming to
capture the information from the input, allowing the decoder to make
accurate predictions. The decoder model decodes the context vector re-
presentation into another sequence. It is again a stack of several re-
current units, each accepting a hidden state from the previous unit.
Here, ht = f( −C h, t 1) and output yt = g(ht). Where,f can be any RNN
function, and g can be any activation function (e.g., sigmoid, softmax,
and tanh). This model can learn patterns over a timescale and has been
very successful in predicting a target sequence with all the information
retained. However, as the length of input increases, it becomes very
difficult for the context vector to retain previous information. The at-
tention mechanism has been developed to solve this problem.

2.3.4. LSTM/BiLSTM with attention
The attention mechanism was designed to remember long source

input. While in the encoder-decoder model, the context vector out of
the last hidden state is used, the attention model creates a context
vector, which is a weighted combination of the input states. Hence, the
context vector has access to the entire input sequence, thus getting rid
of the problem of forgetting. The attention technically only pays at-
tention to those inputs that are critical for the next step. An architecture
of bidirectional RNN + attention is shown in Fig. 2(d). Note: Any RNN,
like LSTM or BiLSTM, can be combined with the attention model.

Let’s assume a scoring function � � �× ↦f : m m which computes
relevance between its input vectors and assigns weight to each of them.
Then, the context vector (ct) is a weighted sum of hidden states

= … −H h h h{ , , , }t1 2 1 , representing the relevant information for the cur-
rent time step. This is shown in Eq. (2).

∑=
=

−

c α ht
i

t

i i
1

1

(2a)

∑
=

=

−
α

f h h

f h h

exp( ( , ))

exp( ( , ))
i

i t

j

t

j t
1

1

(2b)

=
⎯ →⎯⎯⎯

= …⊤ ⊤
← ⊤

h h h i n[ ; ] , 1, ,i i i (2c)

The context vector then is integrated with previous hidden state unit
−st 1 and previous target output −yt 1 to predict the current hidden state st,

shown in Eq. (3).

= − −s g s y c( , , )i i i i1 1 (3)

2.3.5. CNN + LSTM, CNN + BiLSTM
Convolutional neural network (CNN) has been proven effective in

time-series problems [58]. This paper explores CNN + LSTM and
CNN + BiLSTM, a hybrid model that combines salient features of both.
While CNN can extract and learn local/spatial features as well as re-
ducing the number of parameters, LSTM/BiLSTM can capture variation
in long/short term dependencies. Fig. 3 shows how this model works.

2.3.6. ConvLSTM, ConvBiLSTM
LSTM, whose gates perform convolutions, is ConvLSTM. That is, the

convolutional reading of input is directly built into each unit of LSTM.

Though developed for extracting underlying spatial features in 2-
Dimensional input, they can be adopted for 1-D input problems.
Architecture of ConvLSTM is depicted in Fig. 4.

Equations for ConvLSTM are summarized in Eq. (4), where ‘*’ de-
notes the convolution operator and ‘∘’ denotes the Hadamard product.

C= + ∘ +− −f σ W h x W b( * [ , ] )t f t t cf t f1 1 (4a)

C= + ∘ +− −i σ W h x W b( * [ , ] )t i t t ci t i1 1 (4b)

C C= ∘ + ∘ +− −f i W h x btanh( * [ , ] )t t t t c t t c1 1 (4c)

C= + ∘ +−o σ W h x W b( * [ , ] )t o t t co t o1 (4d)

C= ∘h o tanh( )t t t (4e)

Any RNN architecture can be used with convolution, such as BiLSTM.

2.4. Hyperparameter fine-tuning

The performance of an algorithm is highly dependent on the choice
of hyperparameters. This is especially true for the case of RNN, which
has a more complex architecture than other traditional models and can
achieve better and consistent performance with the right hyperpara-
meters. Doing a grid search on each possible combination of hy-
perparameters is infeasible as it requires much time in evaluating un-
promising areas of search space. Therefore, instead of tuning all the
hyperparameters at once, a more informed decision can be made by
selecting a set of hyperparameters to tune, and based on the informa-
tion gathered, the best hyperparameters are fixed after every run. A
generic method to fine-tune hyperparameters of all algorithms is de-
scribed below.

• Step 0: Select the initial hyperparameter set.

• Step 1: Select the best learning rate

• Step 2: Select the best epoch and batch size.

• Step 3: Select the best optimizer.

• Step 4: Select the best activation function.

• Step 5: Select the best number of layers and neurons.

2.5. Load Forecasting: 1-h and 24-h ahead

All algorithms discussed in Section 2.3 have been used for 1-h ahead
load forecasting in this paper.

For 24-h ahead forecasting, on the other hand, two approaches have
been formulated: recursive and direct. In the recursive method, an
iterative approach was adopted for 24-h ahead load forecasting using
one-hour interval data. See Fig. 5.

In the first iteration, historical values of the past 24 h, consisting of
building load, weather and scheduled related parameters at times

−t t, 1 ⋯ −t 23, are fed to the forecasting models as inputs. The models
then predict the building load value at the next time step ( +t 1). Note
that here t is every one hour. At the second iteration, the predicted load
value ( +t 1) is then used, together with the 24-h historical values
( −t t, 1 ⋯ −t 22) to form the new input for building load prediction atFig. 3. CNN + LSTM/BiLSTM architecture.

Fig. 4. ConvLSTM architecture.
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the next time step ( +t 2). This recursive process continues until all the
next day building load values are predicted, i.e., + +t t1, 2 ⋯ +t 24.

In the direct approach, on the other hand, given the past day input
values, i.e, −t t, 1 ⋯ −t 23 consisting of scheduled parameters,
weather parameter and historical loads, the loads for the next 24 h are
predicted all at once, i.e., + +t t1, 2 ⋯ +t 24.

2.6. Evaluation Metrics

This section discusses the evaluation metrics used for determining
the accuracy of load forecasting.

2.6.1. Metrics for Hour-ahead Forecasting
Root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error

(MAPE) and, coefficient of variance (CV) are used as the evaluation
metrics. RMSE, MAPE and CV were calculated using Eq. 5(a)-(c), re-
spectively.

∑
=

−
=

P A

N
RMSE

( )
i

N

i i
1

2

(5a)

∑
= ×=

−

N
MAPE 100i

N
P A

A
1

i i
i

(5b)

= ×

∑ −

−
=

A
CV 100

P A

N

( )

1
i

N
i i

1

2

(5c)

Where, Pi and Ai represented predicted and actual load values. N is the
total number of observations. A is the mean of the actual load values.

2.6.2. Metrics for 24-h ahead Forecasting
Unlike in the hour-ahead prediction, which gives a scalar output,

the output of 24-h ahead prediction is a vector comprising 24 load
values. Therefore, error metrics are calculated for each day and aver-
aged into one final value, using Eq. 5(a)-(c) with N = 24, which is the
length of output vectors.

2.6.3. Metrics for comparison among buildings
Since every building has different peak load as shown in Table 1,

RMSE is not suitable to compare forecasting errors among buildings as
it will penalise more for buildings with higher loads. So to have a fair
assessment of results among buildings, log of predictions and actual
values are taken. Hence, Root Mean Square Logarithmic Error (RMSLE)
is used, as shown in Eq. (6).

∑= + − +
=

n
P ARMSLE 1 (log( 1) log( 1))

i

n

i i
1

2

(6)

Note: RMSLE is the metric chosen for ASHRAE Great Energy Predictor
III competition [59].

3. Dataset Description

This section discusses the datasets for load forecasting and data pre-
processing.

3.1. Building datasets

In this paper, load forecasting was performed on five commercial
buildings: one in Bangkok, Thailand; one in Hyderabad, India; and
three in the USA (Virginia, New York, and Massachusetts). These
buildings are of different types, i.e., academic, research laboratory,
office, school and grocery store, ranging in size from 840 m2 to 7,500
m2. Their peak electrical loads range from 74 kW to 646 kW. The
buildings’ physical and electrical characteristics, together with outdoor
temperature ranges, are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 also summarizes the average load and the average off-peak
(nighttime) load for each building to demonstrate the degree of dif-
ference in peak, average and off-peak loads. The building in Bangkok
has the lowest average off-peak load, as this building has the lowest
nighttime consumption. On the other hand, the average off-peak load is
very close to its average load for the building in Massachusetts, USA.
This is intuitive as this building is a grocery store, and there is a re-
frigeration load that needs to operate 24/7.

The electrical load data of the building in Bangkok were collected
from Chulalongkorn University’s Building Energy Management System
(CU-BEMS) [60]. Electrical load data of the building in India were
collected from [61]. Electrical load data of the building in Virginia,
USA, were gathered from its smart meter, while those of the buildings
in New York and Massachusetts, USA were collected from public En-
erNOC Commercial building data set [62]. Except for the building in
Bangkok, which has one-minute interval data, data of other buildings
are available at one-hour intervals. Weather parameters including
outdoor temperature ( °O C, ), humidity (RH, %), global solar radiation
(GSR, W/m2), air pressure (A inch, ) and wind speed (WS mph, ) were
collected from Weather Underground [63].

3.2. Data Pre-processing

The weather data obtained from Weather Underground are at irre-
gular intervals, i.e., several values per hour. Hence, they were averaged
at one-hour intervals to obtain hourly data. Then, missing weather-re-
lated variables were filled with the combination of interpolation, as
well as through the data from the timeanddate website [64].

For the building in Bangkok of which the data are in one-minute
intervals, building load data were averaged at every one-hour intervals.
For all buildings, missing electrical load values were filled with neural
network with weather parameters (O RH,t t and GSRt) and schedule
variables (hour of day (Hi, 1–24) and day of week (Wi , 1–7) as input
features, and Lt being the output.

All data were normalized and divided into 80–10-10 for training,
validation, and testing.

4. Hour-ahead forecasting

This section discusses feature set selection, hyperparameter fine-
tuning, ensemble learning-based clustering, forecasting results, and
sensitivity analysis. All are in the context of hour-ahead load fore-
casting.

Fig. 5. Iterative process for 24-h ahead load prediction.
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4.1. Feature set selection

To select the most relevant weather features, Pearson correlation (ρ)
was determined between building load (L) and weather parameters (O,
RH, GSR, WS, A). The Pearson correlation coefficients between loads
and weather parameters for all five buildings are listed in Table 2. Note
that not all weather parameters are available at all building locations. It
can be seen that O is highly correlated with building load (kW) at all
locations. RH are somewhat correlated with building loads for the first
three buildings. GSR appears to be as highly correlated to building loads
as O for the buildings in Bangkok and Hyderabad. However, WS and A
have low correlation with building loads.

In addition, historical building loads (L i,i = − − …t t1, 2 ) are
known to be highly correlated with the future building loads. Hence,
any combination of historical load values can be taken as features for
load forecasting. The schedule-related variables, consisting of: hour of
the day (H, 1–24), day of the week (W, 1–7), and month number (M,
1–12), should be explored since they can capture repeating patterns in
time-series problems. Thus, to identify the best input feature sets, which
can provide the best load forecasting results, this study explored 10
different combinations of historical loads, weather parameters and
scheduled related variables as different feature sets (FS1,…, FS10), as
summarized in Table 3.

Fig. 6 summarizes RMSE, MAPE, and CV for the building in
Bangkok, when these 10 feature sets were used as the input features for
load forecasting based on the following four algorithms: LSTM, LSTM
with attention, BiLSTM and BiLSTM with attention. As shown, FS FS,3 9

and FS10 yield the best comparable results. Here, the hyperparameters
initially taken are summarized in Table 4.

As evident from Pearson correlation (Table 2), O and GSR have
higher correlation with load as compared to that of RH with load.
Hence, feature sets with RH t as a parameter, i.e., FS5 and FS6 do not
perform better as they tend to overfit the model. Similarly, adding M t
as a feature in FS4 tends to overfit and does not help improve the model
performance. When schedule parameters are not used as inputs, i.e.,
FS FS,1 2, and FS7, the model performances are not as good as those
when they are used. This shows the importance of the schedule para-
meters, on which building loads are dependent. When comparing
FS FS,8 9 and FS10, using both Ht and Wt yield better results than using
only one of them, as both help in classifying the building operation in
different aspects. Wt gives information about weekdays and weekends,
whereas Ht provides information about daytime and nighttime.

Table 1
Building load and weather data set characteristics.

Building characteristics Electrical load Weather

No. Location Building Area Peak load Avg. load Avg. off-peak Min/max temp.
type (m2) (kW) (kW) load (kW) (°C)

Bldg 1 Bangkok, Thailand Academic 2,700 104.3 19.0 7.9 16.1/37.4
Bldg 2 Hyderabad, India Research lab 840 78.7 27.5 12.5 12.6/39.4
Bldg 3 Virginia, USA Office 2,300 74.3 26.8 21.9 −10.6/37.8
Bldg 4 New York, USA School 7,500 381.3 109.8 71.8 −10.6/36.7
Bldg 5 Massachusetts, USA Grocery store 5,100 646.2 396.5 334.2 −14.4/35.6

Table 2
Pearson correlation coefficients between load and weather parameters of all
buildings.

Bldg 1 Bldg 2 Bldg 3 Bldg 4 Bldg 5

O 0.50 0.57 0.74 0.51 0.76
RH −0.36 −0.35 −0.26 −0.07 −0.10
GSR 0.56 0.46 – – –
WS – – −0.02 −0.04 0.02
A −0.13 – 0 0 0

Table 3
Different feature sets (here t is every one hour).

No. Input features

FS1 −Lt 1
FS2 −L O,t t1
FS3 −L O H W, , ,t t t t1
FS4 −L O H W M, , , ,t t t t t1
FS5 −L O H W RH GSR, , , , ,t t t t t t1
FS6 −L O H W RH GSR, , , , ,t t t t t t1 ,

− − − − − −L O H W RH GSR, , , , ,t t t t t t2 1 1 1 1 1
FS7 −L O GSR, ,t t t1
FS8 −L O GSR W, , ,t t t t1
FS9 −L O GSR H, , ,t t t t1
FS10 −L O H W GSR, , , ,t t t t t1

Fig. 6. (a) RMSE, (b) MAPE and (c) CV for different FSS for the building in
Bangkok.

Table 4
Hyperparameters initially taken for feature set selection.

Learning rate 0.001 Optimizer Adam

Batch size 50 Layers 2
Epoch 300 Neurons 10, 5

Activation function Sigmoid
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Even though FS FS,3 9 and FS10 give comparable forecasting results,
FS3,consisting of −L O H W, , ,t t t t1 , was selected as the best feature set
moving forward. This is because FS3 relies on only outdoor temperature
data, which are widely available in all locations, and it has the less
number of features, hence making it computationally less heavy.

4.2. Fine-tuning hyperparameters

This study used the initial hyperparameters shown in Table 4. The
learning rates, different combinations of epoch and batch sizes, opti-
mizers, activation functions, and different combinations of layers and
number of neurons, explored in this study, are summarized in Fig. 7.

The figure also highlights the hyperparameters that gave the best
result for the LSTM model, which are: the learning rate of 0.005; the
epoch and batch size of 400 and 24, respectively; Adam optimizer;
Sigmoid activation function; number of layers of 2 with 20 and 10
neurons on each layer respectively. The procedure above was followed
to fine-tune all nine algorithms for each dataset. Then, these algorithms
were used in ensemble learning-based clustering, discussed in the next
section.

4.3. Ensemble learning-based clustering

In this study Euclidean distance was used as a similarity metric.
Elbow method was used to determine the optimal number of clusters k.
Using the building in Bangkok as an example, the relationship between
the number of clusters and Within-Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) in-
dicates that the optimal number of clusters is four. However, since load
data are limited to 8760 values in a year or 8784 in a leap year, dividing
them into four clusters would mean fewer data available in each cluster
to train on. This would affect the prediction performance. Hence, the
number of clusters (k) of two and three were chosen to experiment.
Different combinations of input features, including historical load
( −Lt 1), O H,t t and Wt , were experimented to cluster the data as shown in
Table 5. It is important to note that clustering was done using historical
load at time −t 1 as the load at time t is unknown and is the forecasting
output.

For the two clusters, as Euclidean distance could not differentiate
the periodicity of hours in a day (0–23), the hours were shifted from
0–7 to 24–31 to group low-load hours together. After doing the k-means
on CS1 for two clusters, the plot is shown in Fig. 8(a). Notice K-means
automatically separates the data into the low-load (nighttime) and
high-load (daytime) groups. For three clusters in Fig. 8(b), shifting
hours would not be required since the clustering process automatically
classifies two low-load clusters and one high-load cluster.

4.4. Model performance: hour-ahead forecasting

Using the input feature set FS3, all nine algorithms discussed in
Section 2 were used to perform hour-ahead load forecasting on the
building in Bangkok. The forecasting errors (RMSE, MAPE, and CV) of
all models before and after fine-tuning their parameters are summar-
ized in Table 6. The results indicate the overall 4–12% improvement in
model performance, showing the importance of fine-tuning hy-
perparameters. It can be seen that all hybrid RNN algorithms gave
comparable results for the Bangkok building with BiLSTM performing
the best (RMSE of 2.89, MAPE of 25.33, and CV of 19.92).

All the nine algorithms with their hyperparameters fine-tuned were
also run on all clustering feature sets ( −CS1 4) for two and three clusters.
The best case results with ensemble for each clustering set are sum-
marized in Table 7.

As shown, the best results with the help of an ensemble is CS1 for
two clusters. In CS1, BiLSTM with attention and LSTM with attention
perform the best for low-load and high-load clusters, respectively,
hence ensembled to produce the one final load forecasting model. It is
also observed that the results for two clusters are better than those for

Fig. 7. Steps to fine tune hyperparameters with the best hyperparameter set for
LSTM highlighted.

Table 5
Feature sets for clustering.

Clustering Sets Clustering Inputs

CS1 −L H,t t1
CS2 −L O,t t1
CS3 −L O H, ,t t t1
CS4 −L O H W, , ,t t t t1

Fig. 8. (a) Two cluster plot; and (b) three cluster plot of Hour vs Load for CS1

feature set (BKK building).

Table 6
Model performance before and after tuning the hyperparameters: hour-ahead
load forecasting (BKK building).

Before/after hyperparameter tuning

Algorithm RMSE MAPE CV

LSTM 3.28/2.91 31.0/25.05 22.63/20.06
LSTM w/attention 3.23/2.93 34.66/24.76 22.33/20.20

BiLSTM 3.07/2.89 27.81/25.33 21.22/19.92
BiLSTM w/attention 3.16/2.96 30.20/26.77 21.82/20.47

CNN + LSTM 3.28/3.01 32.35/27.92 22.65/20.79
CNN + BiLSTM 3.05/2.94 27.51/27.17 21.08/20.26

ConvLSTM 3.28/3.03 31.03/28.69 22.63/20.88
ConvBiLSTM 3.21/2.94 31.42/28.21 22.14/20.33

Encoder-Decoder 3.28/2.99 31.04/26.84 22.63/20.62
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three clusters. This is because of the small amount of dataset available
for three clusters. Table 7 also reveals a significant improvement in
results with clustering as compared to without clustering, shown in
Table 6. RMSE comes down to 2.50, representing the reduction in error
of about 13.5%. MAPE comes down to 20.17, or an error reduction of
about 20.4%. And, CV comes down 17.13, which indicates a reduction
of about 14%.

The plot for actual vs. predicted loads for all algorithms, together
with outdoor temperature, is shown in Fig. 9 for one week of the test
dataset. It is evident that the algorithms are able to detect daily and
weekly variations, i.e., low nighttime and weekend loads. Also, the
reason for higher MAPE and CV is due to very low load values
(0–10 kW) at nights and weekends, and hence it penalizes more.

4.5. Sensitivity analysis

This section investigates the impact of different lengths of the da-
taset, higher resolution data, weather forecasting errors and seasonal
change on load forecasting accuracy.

4.5.1. Impact of different lengths of datasets
In most previous studies, the amount of historical data required for

hour-ahead load forecasting is typically at least a year. This study ex-
plores the minimum amount of historical data required for building-
level load forecasting that can result in comparable prediction accuracy
to the use of 12 months of historical data. The following dataset lengths
were explored: one, two, three, four and six months, and compared with
the 12-month length of data. Each dataset was divided into 90
(training)- 10 (validation)-seven days (testing). To ensure a fair com-
parison, the test dataset was kept the same for all cases. The seven-day
test dataset was chosen to be Sunday to Saturday, during the second last
week of December before the holiday started. All the nine algorithms
were tested, and results are shown in Table 8.

As shown, it is quite apparent that generally, the longer the his-
torical data available for training, the better the load forecasting ac-
curacy would be. With 12 months of historical data, the best RMSE is
2.95 for LSTM with attention. The best RMSE increases to 3.14 (LSTM
with attention, 6.4% increase), 3.25 (LSTM with attention, 10.15%
increase), 3.26 (LSTM with attention and CNN + BiLSTM, 10.5% in-
crease), 3.22 (BiLSTM with attention, 9.2% increase) and 3.28 (BiLSTM
with attention, 11.2% increase) when the dataset lengths of six, four,
three, two and one months were used, respectively. From the results, it
is observed that having six months of historical data performs reason-
ably well as compared to having 12-month historical data. With one
month of data, forecasting errors (RMSE) increase by no more than
11%. This implies that one month of data collection is deemed to be
sufficient for building-level load forecasting using the formulated deep
learning method(s).

4.5.2. Impact of higher resolution data
In most of the studies, load forecasting is usually performed at one-

hour intervals. Since CU-BEMS datasets are available at one-minute
intervals, it is possible to explore the impact of higher resolution data
on the hour-ahead building-level load forecasting. This study explores
the accuracy of hour-ahead building-level load forecasting using 15-min
interval data as compared to one-hour interval data.

An iterative approach was adopted in this study to predict the next
hour building load using 15-min interval data. In the first iteration,
historical values in the past one hour, shown in Table 9, consisting of
building load, weather and scheduled related parameters at times

− − −t t t t, 1, 2, 3, are fed to the forecasting model which predicts the
building load value at the next time step ( +t 1). Note that here t is

Table 7
Clustering Results.

Two Clusters Three Clusters

RMSE MAPE CV RMSE MAPE CV

CS1 2.50 20.17 17.13 2.74 23.58 20.87
CS2 2.77 23.90 19.45 2.95 27.49 20.85
CS3 2.57 20.22 17.50 2.77 22.83 20.66
CS4 2.79 24.23 20.00 2.82 23.73 20.61

Fig. 9. Actual vs predicted load plot: hour-ahead load forecasting (BKK building).

Table 8
Model performance results for different length of datasets.

Length of dataset (months)

Algorithm One Two Three Four Six Twelve

LSTM 3.37 3.40 3.31 3.41 3.38 3.04
LSTM with attention 3.37 3.48 3.26 3.25 3.14 2.95

BiLSTM 3.31 3.29 3.44 3.84 3.16 3.23
BiLSTM with attention 3.28 3.22 3.44 3.40 3.26 3.00

CNN + LSTM 3.45 3.28 3.41 3.39 3.34 3.12
CNN + BiLSTM 3.61 3.23 3.26 3.29 3.40 3.41

ConvLSTM 3.58 3.40 3.56 3.32 3.26 3.16
ConvBiLSTM 3.40 3.32 3.52 3.26 3.38 3.18

Encoder-Decoder 3.35 3.54 3.29 3.50 3.40 3.01
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every 15 min.
At the second iteration, the predicted load value at time ( +t 1),

together with historical one-hour values ( − −t t t, 1, 2), are used to
form the new input for building load prediction at next time step
( +t 2). This recursive process continues until all the next hour building
load value are predicted, i.e., + + +t t t1, 2, 3 and +t 4. These 15-min
next hour building loads (in kWh) are then combined by simply sum-
ming them up to obtain the next hour building load (also in kWh).

The load forecasting accuracy indices (RMSE, MAPE, and CV) using
15-min data resolution are shown in Table 10. Since LSTM, LSTM with
attention, BiLSTM, and BiLSTM with attention perform better than
other models as shown in Table 6, only these models are selected for
hour-ahead forecasting using 15-min interval data.

It can be seen that there was a significant improvement in load
forecasting accuracy when 15-min data resolution was used as com-
pared to one-hour resolution data. The table indicates that the fore-
casting performance has improved, and is comparable to that of clus-
tering in Table 7.

4.5.3. Impact of errors in weather forecast
In most studies, the weather parameters used for load forecasting

are assumed to be 100% accurate. Although weather forecasting ser-
vices can give very accurate outdoor temperature prediction, a typical
error of 5–15% of predicted next-hour temperature can be expected.
Hence, noises were introduced in the weather data using Gaussian
distribution with the mean of the actual temperature, and three stan-
dard deviations (3SD) of 5%, 10%, and 15%. The load forecasting re-
sults after introducing noises in predicted outdoor temperature are
summarized in Table 11.

It can be seen that RMSE increases from 2.89 to 2.91 (LSTM with
attention, 0.7% increase), 2.98 (LSTM with attention, 3.1% increase)
and 2.95 (LSTM with attention, 2.1% increase) for 5%, 10% and 15%
weather forecast errors, respectively.

4.5.4. Impact of seasonal change
In most studies, the length of the dataset is at least a year and is

divided into training-validation-testing with the ratio of 80–10-10 (or
similar). Hence testing was typically done only the last 10% of the
dataset, which is usually the month of December. This study also ex-
plores the impact of seasonal change on load forecasting accuracy.

In Bangkok, usually the Summer season is from March to around the
end of June. Rainy season starts around the end of June to around the
end of October, and then Winter season starts. In this study, four
months of Summer (March-June) and four months of Rainy season
(July-October) were explored. Both datasets were divided into 90%
training, 10% validation and last week for testing. The last week of
June and the last week of October were selected as the testing dataset,
as both weeks represent transitional seasonal change from Summer to
Rainy and Rainy to Winter respectively. All the nine algorithms were
tested, and load forecasting accuracy results are shown in Table 12.

To ensure fair comparison, the results were compared using the case
of equal dataset length of four months. As can be seen from Table 8 and
Table 12 the RMSE increases from 3.25 to 3.38 (LSTM, 4% increase)
during the transition from Summer to Rainy season, and decreases from
3.25 to 3.13 (CNN + BiLSTM, 3.7% decrease) during the transition
from Rainy to Winter season.

Note: In this study, winter seasonal change (i.e. from November-
February) could not be explored as it is a year-long dataset, hence no
data of January, February of next year is available.

5. 24-h ahead Forecasting

As mentioned in Section 4.5.2, LSTM, LSTM with attention, BiLSTM,
and BiLSTM with attention performs better than other models. Hence,
they are selected for 24-h ahead forecasting. Table 13 summarizes re-
sults for 24-h ahead load forecasting for the Bangkok building.

Two algorithms were tested: recursive and direct. As shown, the
recursive 24-h forecasting yields better forecasting accuracy overall
with LSTM with attention performing the best.

The plot for actual vs. predicted loads with the direct and recursive
forecasting methods, together with outdoor temperature, is shown in
Fig. 10 for one week of the test dataset. As expected, the 24-h fore-
casting results have somewhat higher errors than the results of hour-
ahead forecasting.

Table 9
Feature set

FS − − − − −L O H W L O H W, , , , , , ,t t t t t t t t1 2 1 1 1

− − − − − − − −L O H W L O H W, , , , , , ,t t t t t t t t3 2 2 2 4 3 3 3

Note: Here t is every 15 min.

Table 10
Model performance results at 15 min interval dataset.

Algorithm RMSE MAPE CV

LSTM 2.54 20.96 17.66
LSTM with attention 2.47 19.22 17.18

BiLSTM 2.64 19.38 18.33
BiLSTM with attention 2.64 18.16 18.34

Table 11
RMSE with weather forecasting errors.

Weather Forecasting Errors

Algorithm 5% 10% 15%

LSTM 2.94 3.11 3.12
LSTM with attention 2.91 2.98 2.95

BiLSTM 2.99 3.00 3.16
BiLSTM with attention 3.01 3.03 3.12

CNN + LSTM 3.08 3.14 3.17
CNN + BiLSTM 3.09 3.31 3.24

ConvLSTM 3.00 3.11 3.24
ConvBiLSTM 3.21 3.21 3.38

Encoder-Decoder 2.98 3.11 3.26

Table 12
Model performance on seasonal change.

RMSE

Algorithm Summer Rainy

LSTM 3.38 3.18
LSTM with attention 3.42 3.33

BiLSTM 3.45 3.29
BiLSTM with attention 3.50 3.30

CNN + LSTM 3.63 3.16
CNN + BiLSTM 3.39 3.13
Conv2D + LSTM 3.57 3.27
Conv2D + BiLSTM 3.53 3.19
Encoder-Decoder 3.51 3.59

Table 13
Model performance: 24-h ahead forecasting (BKK building).

Direct/recursive 24-h ahead forecasting

Algorithm RMSE MAPE CV

LSTM 6.24/5.30 64.90/49.61 56.11/48.60
LSTM with attention 6.35/5.19 74.51/47.70 60.02/46.23

BiLSTM 5.70/5.39 62.63/49.32 51.56/48.09
BiLSTM with attention 6.71/6.82 73.77/69.17 67.05/62.06
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6. Load forecasting for other buildings and comparison with the
state-of-the-art

After forecasting on the building in Bangkok, the algorithms de-
scribed above were tested on four other buildings located in Hyderabad
(India), Virginia (USA), New York (USA), and Massachusetts (USA) for
both hour-ahead and 24-h ahead forecasting. This was to evaluate the
robustness of the models against different weather patterns, building
types, building operations, and building locations. Error evaluation
metrics, including RMSE, MAPE, and CV, for both hour-ahead and 24-h
ahead are summarized in Table 14 for these buildings. Note that, for
hour-ahead forecasting, all nine algorithms were run. As RNN algo-
rithms (i.e., LSTM, LSTM with attention, BiLSTM, BiLSTM with atten-
tion) perform better in all buildings as compared to the rest of the al-
gorithms, only these four RNN algorithms were used for 24-h ahead
forecasting.

6.1. India building

Using the algorithms described in this paper, BiLSTM performs the
best with an RMSE of 3.25, MAPE of 10.97, and CV of 13.59. The RMSE
results are comparable to that of the Bangkok building because these
two buildings have similar peak loads (78 kW vs. 104 kW). The results
for clustering are not better than non-clustering because the building is
always active during weekends, and its consumption patterns during
the nighttime periods are consistent throughout the year, which is
unlike the load profiles of Bangkok building. See Fig. 11(a) vs. Fig. 9.
Hence, this fact explains its lower MAPE than that of the Bangkok
building.

6.2. Three U.S. Buildings

To enable fair RMSE/MAP/CV comparison with the state-of-the-art
results, this paper used the datasets from the same three U.S. buildings

Fig. 10. Actual vs predicted load plot recursive and direct approach for the building in Bangkok: 24-h ahead forecasting.

Table 14
Model performance: all other buildings and comparison with the state-of-the-art results.

Bldg 2. Hyderabad, India Bldg 3. Virginia, USA Bldg 4. New York, USA Bldg 5. Massachusetts, USA
(Peak 78.7 kW) (Peak 74.3 kW) (Peak 381.3 kW) (Peak 646.2 kW)

RMSE MAPE CV RMSE MAPE CV RMSE MAPE CV RMSE MAPE CV

hour-ahead forecasting

State-of-the-art [47] – – – – 8.28 10.92 – 5.79 7.26 – 2.31 2.84
LSTM 3.31 11.78 13.83 1.69 5.78 7.77 5.33 3.97 5.63 10.42 1.99 2.80

LSTM with attention 3.38 12.51 14.11 1.71 5.83 7.89 5.80 4.01 6.12 10.22 1.87 2.75
BiLSTM 3.25 10.97 13.59 1.66 5.59 7.66 5.52 3.98 5.83 10.38 1.89 2.79

BiLSTM with attention 3.44 12.40 14.36 1.58 5.35 7.29 5.42 3.95 5.73 10.05 1.87 2.70
CNN + LSTM 3.89 15.62 16.22 1.67 6.05 7.70 5.57 4.35 5.88 10.79 2.18 2.90
CNN + BiLSTM 3.54 13.40 14.76 1.70 6.06 7.84 5.94 4.66 6.27 10.24 1.94 2.76
Conv2D + LSTM 3.45 13.43 14.42 1.75 6.13 8.07 5.66 4.36 5.98 10.42 2.10 2.80
Conv2D + BiLSTM 3.68 12.74 15.34 1.75 5.88 8.06 5.75 4.37 6.07 10.55 2.12 2.84
Encoder-Decoder 3.43 12.86 14.30 1.73 6.13 7.98 5.47 3.99 5.77 10.84 2.08 2.92

Clustering 3.44 13.53 20.44 1.54 5.39 7.05 4.94 3.97 5.40 9.67 1.79 2.61

24-h ahead forecasting

State-of-the-art [47] – – – 4.25 – – 13.45 – – 14.35 – –
LSTM 5.03 22.37 23.21 3.46 11.37 15.90 8.02 6.59 8.59 11.27 2.25 3.09

LSTM with attention 5.43 29.23 24.55 3.30 11.64 15.16 7.21 5.96 7.87 14.78 3.42 4.06
BiLSTM 5.55 22.78 25.66 3.40 11.86 15.66 8.46 7.14 9.37 12.60 2.67 3.45

BiLSTM with attention 5.08 23.23 23.08 3.44 13.89 17.46 15.52 10.98 15.79 12.75 2.49 3.49
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studied in [47].
For hour-ahead forecasting, with the forecasting methods used in

this paper, the forecasting errors for all three U.S. buildings exhibit up
to 35% improvement over the state-of-the-art results.

• The building in Virginia, USA: BiLSTM with attention performs the
best with an RMSE of 1.58, MAPE of 5.35, and CV of 7.29. This is
equivalent to 35.4% and 33.2% reduction in MAPE and CV errors
respectively from the state-of-the-art results.

• The building in New York, USA: LSTM performs the best with an

Fig. 11. Actual vs predicted loads–hour-ahead forecasting–for four buildings in: (a) Hyderabad, India; (b) Virginia, USA; (c) New York, USA and (d) Massachusetts,
USA.
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RMSE of 5.33, MAPE of 3.97, and CV of 5.63. This is equivalent to
31.4% and 22.5% reduction in MAPE and CV errors respectively,
from the state-of-the-art results.

• The building in Massachusetts, USA: BiLSTM with attention per-
forms the best with an RMSE of 10.05, MAPE of 1.87, and CV of

2.70. This is equivalent to 19.0% and 4.9% reduction in MAPE and
CV errors respectively, from the state-of-the-art results.

• The clustering method again further improves forecasting accuracy
for all U.S. buildings than the non-clustering results.

Fig. 12. Actual vs predicted loads–24-h ahead forecasting–for four buildings in: (a) Hyderabad, India; (b) Virginia, USA; (c) New York, USA and (d) Massachusetts,
USA.
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Notice that while the improvement of over 20–35% is achieved
when applying the presented forecasting methods on the buildings in
Virginia and New York, the building in Massachusetts has slightly less
improvement. The reason for this can be from the fact that the deep
learning family used in this paper can capture daily and weekly patterns
in building operation well. Hence, better results are observed for the
buildings in Virginia and New York that exhibit such variations. On the
other hand, for the building in Massachusetts, which is a grocery store
that operates seven days a week, and its refrigeration system also op-
erates 24 h a day. Hence, the current state of the art approach [47]
already performs well.

For 24-h ahead forecasting, again, the forecasting errors for all three
U.S. buildings exhibit up to 45% improvement using the forecasting
methods presented in this paper over the state of the art.

• The building in Virginia, USA: LSTM with attention performs the
best with an RMSE of 3.3, MAPE of 11.64, and CV of 15.16. This is
equivalent to 22.35% reduction in RMSE error from the state-of-the-
art results.

• The building in New York, USA: LSTM with attention performs the
best with an RMSE of 7.21, MAPE of 5.96, and CV of 7.87. This is
equivalent to 46.4% reduction in RMSE error from the state-of-the-
art results.

• The building in Massachusetts, USA: LSTM performs the best with an
RMSE of 11.27, MAPE of 2.25, and CV of 3.09. This is equivalent to
21.5% reduction in RMSE error from the state-of-the-art results.

The plots for actual vs predicted loads for the remaining four
buildings are depicted in Figs. 11 and 12, for hour-ahead and 24-h
ahead forecasting, respectively.

6.3. Comparison among Buildings using RMSLE

As mentioned in Section 2.6.3, this paper uses RMSLE to allow fair
comparison of forecasting errors among buildings of different peak
loads. See Table 15.

As shown, the RMLSE results reveal an interesting insight. It can be
seen that the building with the highest RMSLE is the one in Bangkok,
Thailand. This building has the highest difference in peak and off-peak
loads. The building with the lowest RMSLE is the building in
Massachusetts, USA. This building has the lowest difference in peak and
off-peak load. This implies that better forecasting accuracy can be ex-
pected for buildings that do not have much variations in loads
throughout a day.

7. Conclusion

This work focuses on exploring short-term electrical load

forecasting methods that are robust against variations in building type,
building operation, i.e., day/night, seasonal patterns, weekdays/
weekends and holidays, seasonal change, as well as building locations
that result in changes in the outdoor environment. In this study, input
feature sets and input clustering sets have been carefully selected and
models’ hyperparameters have been thoroughly fine-tuned so that the
resulting model performances are optimal. Research findings indicate
that the ensemble technique with unsupervised k-mean clustering de-
livers the least load forecasting errors as variations in building loads
(i.e., weekdays/weekends, day/night) are automatically clustered into
groups, and the best models can be determined for load forecasting in
each cluster. The result indicates that the load forecasting techniques
explored in this paper provide up to 45% improvement in load fore-
casting performance, as compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
Attention model delivers the best result in most of the cases. The deep
algorithms have been tested on five different buildings and results in-
dicate that satisfactory forecasting accuracy is achieved. Due to sa-
tisfactory forecasting results of the initial set of five buildings, it is
expected that the developed method can perform well across a variety
of buildings and locations.

Though better accuracy is achieved with higher resolution dataset,
it comes at the cost of computing power and time. Hence, there will
always be a trade off between computation power and accuracy. Future
work will be to take the method presented herein as the core model of
an online load forecasting platform that allows others to call for load
forecasting services. Online learning will also be developed where this
load forecasting service can connect to a building energy management
system and the forecasting model can automatically update its para-
meters as real-time building loads are read. The implementation of deep
neural networks for probabilistic short-term load forecasting is also a
candidate for future investigation.
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